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NEW QUESTION: 1
You currently deploy the 32-bit version of Office 2010 to all
of your company's client computers by using a custom settings
file. The custom settings file is located in the Updates
subfolder within the 32-bit installation folder named Folder1.
You need to ensure that the current custom settings are applied
when you deploy the 64-bit version of Office 2010 to computers
in the engineering department. You create a new folder named
Folder2 that contains the 64-bit installation files for Office
2010.
What should you do next?
A. Copy the current settings into a new .msp file by using the
64-bit Office Customization Tool, and save the .msp file in the
Updates subfolder within Folder1.
B. Copy the current settings into a new .msp file by using the
64-bit Office Customization Tool, and save the .msp file in the
Updates subfolder within Folder2.
C. Copy the current settings into a new .msp file by using the
32-bit Office Customization Tool, and save the .msp file in the
Updates subfolder within Folder2.
D. Copy the current settings into a new .msp file by using the

32-bit Office Customization Tool, and save the .msp file in the
Updates subfolder within Folder1.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option A
C. Option D
D. Option B
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analyt
ics-windows- agentsYou need to install and connect Microsoft
Monitoring Agent for all of the computers that you
You can install the OMS MMA on stand-alone computers, servers,
and virtual machines.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Settings Value
VM size D3
Storage Location Drive E
Storage type Standard
Tempdb location Drive C
The workload on this instance has of the tembdb load.
You need to maximize the performance of the tempdb database.
Solution: You use an AB compute-intensive instance and store
the tempdb database in Standard storage.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
For D-series, Dv2-series, and G-series VMs, the temporary drive
on these VMs is SSD-based. If your workload makes heavy use of
TempDB (such as temporary objects or complex joins), storing
TempDB on the D drive could result in higher TempDB throughput
and lower TempDB latency.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows
/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-performance

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following would be the GREATEST cause for concern
when data are sent over the Internet using HTTPS protocol?

A. Presence of spyware in one of the ends
B. The implementation of an RSA-compliant solution
C. The use of a traffic sniffing tool
D. A symmetric cryptography is used for transmitting data
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Encryption using secure sockets layer/transport layer security
(SSL/TLS) tunnels makes it difficult to intercept data in
transit, but when spyware is running on an end user's computer,
data are collected before encryption takes place. The other
choices are related to encrypting the traffic, but the presence
of spyware in one of the ends captures the data before
encryption takes place.
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